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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

We are pleased to submit this Solution for Ideation Challenge 9933844, Closing the Skills Gap
with Digital Credentials. The current national employment marketplace is highly fragmented,
inefficient, inequitable, and it is ripe for disruption. This Challenge focuses on the employment
skills gap which exists in that marketplace, and the potential impact on it, which an open,
universal, digital credentialing system can provide. Beginning with concepts and some
background, we will outline an Open Digital Credentials System (ODCS), based on an
ecosystem of stakeholders, and an available set of technologies, that can provide a universal
credentialing model, which will address the national skills gap. We then provide a robust set of
case studies to illustrate the ways in which the ODCS can successfully achieve outcomes that
will help to close that skills gap. These case studies identify the specific methods by which
employment opportunity providers will promote, evaluate, and use digital credentials in their
decision making. In this Solution paper we also discuss the importance of an open architecture
implementation for the ODCS, based on a set or industry accepted standards, which can
represent with fidelity the jobs, job seekers, credentials, job requirements, employers,
educational providers, and other entities in a national credentials ecosystem. We see this
challenge as an opportunity to leverage some of what we have learned in our work over the last
40 years, together with many new developments in digital credentials and badges, competency
mapping, cloud based architectures, and online support systems, to provide this Solution,
which will bridge the growing national skills gap.

CONCEPTS AND BACKGROUND:

The Skills Gap

According to the United States Department of Labor, the “Skills Gap” refers to a condition where:

 There aren’t enough people being trained for in-demand jobs in health care, engineering,
computer science, and advanced manufacturing, .

 There are poor yields from automated job match programs.
 Many employers would prefer that job seekers and employees provide all their own training,

but this is increasingly unrealistic.
 There is inadequate compensation. Some organizations cannot find candidates because the

pay they offer for in-demand jobs, is not competitive.
 There is a growing need for soft skills. Many new graduates, while tech-savvy, lack basic

communication skills and other critical workplace and interpersonal skills.
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The Current Job Marketplace:

There are a number of important public resources, systems, products, and classification schemes that
should be playing important roles in bridging the skills gap:

The US Department of Labor - SOC - The Department of Labor 2010 Standard Occupational Classification (SOC)
system is used by Federal statistical agencies to classify workers into occupational categories for the purpose of
collecting, calculating, or disseminating data. All workers are classified into one of 840 detailed occupations
according to their occupational definition. To facilitate classification, detailed occupations are combined to form
461 broad occupations, 97 minor groups, and 23 major groups. Any job database will want to use this taxonomy.

Occupational Information Network O*NET - The O*NET program is a primary national source of occupational
information. Central to the project is the O*NET database, containing information on hundreds of standardized and
occupation-specific descriptors. The database, which is available to the public at no cost, is continually updated by
surveying a broad range of workers from each occupation. Information from this database forms the heart of
O*NET OnLine, an interactive application for exploring and searching occupations. The database also provides
the basis the ONET Career Exploration Tools, a set of valuable assessment instruments for workers and students
looking to find or change careers. The Occupational Information Network (O*NET) is being developed under the
sponsorship of the US Department of Labor/Employment and Training Administration (USDOL/ETA) through a
grant to the North Carolina Department of Commerce.

IMS Open Badges Specification - Open Badges is the name of a group of specifications and open technical
standards originally developed by the Mozilla Foundation with funding from the MacArthur Foundation. The
Open Badges standard describes a method for packaging information about accomplishments, embedding it into
portable image files as a digital badge, and establishing an infrastructure for badge validation. The standard was
originally maintained by the Badge Alliance Standard Working Group, but transitions officially to the IMS Global
Learning Consortium as of January 1, 2017. The specification has been adopted by Credly and other companies.

Common Career Technical Core (CCTC) - The CCTC are a set of rigorous, high-quality benchmark standards
for Career Technical Education (CTE), based on a state-led initiative. The goal of the CCTC is to provide students
with the knowledge and skills needed to thrive in a global economy. The CCTC includes a set of end-of-program of
study standards for each of the 16 Career Clusters and their 79 Career Pathways, as well as an overarching set of
Career Ready Practices, which address the knowledge, skills and dispositions that are important to becoming
career ready. This valuable information can be used to build education program profiles for the open digital
credentials system.

Credly and other Digital Badge companies - Credly empowers the recognition of lifelong achievement by
offering platforms for verifying, sharing and managing digital badges and credentials. Credly has adopted the
Open Badges specification in its product offerings. There are also other companies with similar business models
to provide and manage digital badge and credential ecosystems.

Other Relevant Standards - There are technical standards and specifications for digital documentation of
competencies, experience, portfolios, transcripts, work examples, simulations, and repositories. These should
play a central role in the architecture of an open credentials system.

The Rise of Digital Credentials

Digital credentials are the next phase in a person’s ability to represent their key personal information,
interests, work values, abilities, skills or certifications, educational achievement, portfolio, preferred
working context, knowledge, job performance, and job preferences in digital form. Whether for a job
application, a job transfer, a professional license, insurance needs, financial transactions, or
educational admissions requirements, digital credentials are changing the way we share and verify
personal information, make key hiring or promotion decisions, and basically represent ourselves. An
efficient open system of digital credentials, compatible with the ONET database, the SOC taxonomy,
and the emerging standards for digital badges and credentials, could disrupt the current job
marketplace and significantly impact the employment skills gap, while responding directly to the
requirements of the Seeker in this Challenge..
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Problems in the current Jobs Marketplace

In today’s jobs marketplace, there are already a number of job search, online resume, employment
agencies, job information organizations, and online sites from the non-profit, commercial and
government sectors. Unfortunately there are a number of problems with these existing systems,
products, tools and databases which render them ineffective, incomplete, disconnected, and incapable
of bridging the skills gap. Even the emerging digital credential vendors do not have holistic solutions.
Some of the most obvious problems, which make the current job marketplace ripe for disruption are:

1) The existing systems are fragmented, uncoordinated, limited, and do not talk to each other
2) They lack trusted verification models, consistency, privacy options, and quality assurance
3) They are often closed and proprietary and lack openness and transparency
4) They make it difficult to match job seekers with appropriate jobs
5) There is little or no significant coordination between educational institutions, employers and other
opportunity providers, job brokers, and individual job seekers
6) They are unsustainable, costly, and do not provide security, automatic updates, or maintenance
7) They lack open architectures and a full suite of consensus based industry standards
8) They lack feedback mechanisms on jobs, job seekers, brokers, and educational institutions

To be effective at bridging the skills gap, and the digital equity divide, an open digital credentials system
will need to remedy these problems and adopt an architecture that can sustain its future operations. As
we begin to think about what such an ODCS might look like, it should be capable of supporting a wide
range of job attributes, similar to the ONET database. It should be able to answer the following types of
questions posed by job seekers, providers, and educational institutions with standard profile formats.

Job Attributes Job Seeker Job Provider Educational Institution
Tasks What tasks will I do? What tasks will they do? Tasks they will know.
Tools What tools will I use? What tools will they use? Tools they can use.
Technology What tech will I use? What tech will they have? Tech they can use.
Skills What skills should I have? What skills are needed? Skills they will have.
Work Activities How do I work with others? Working relationships? Ability to work together.
Work Context How will I work? How will they work? Working in different ways.
Preparation What prep do I need? What prep is required? Prerequisites completed.
Experience How much experience? How much experience? Internships or Work/Study.
Education What degree level? Degree level required? Program Educational Level
Cert - License Do I need a License/Cert? Cert or License required? Cert or License Awarded.
Interests Do my interests match? Interests ideal for job. Common student interests.
Work Values Do my values match? Values desired for job. Develop work values.
Wage Range Are the wages adequate? Wages for job. Target job wages.
Job Trends Are there enough jobs? Future job trends. Future job openings.

These are some examples of the services an open digital credentials system should provide:

Job Seeker:
Self Assessment - complete online surveys of personal readiness for target job
PD Plan - use Self Assessment to plan learning activities to fill preparation gaps for a target job
Job Search - Search for jobs based on Self Assessment and Digital Credentials
Job Exploration - Explore and browse jobs that match Self Assessment and Digital Credentials

Job Provider:
Job Assessment - Document fully job prerequisites, requirements, and attributes
Employee search - Find job seekers whose profile matches a Job Assessment
Professional Development Plans - Match Job Assessments to Job Seeker to ID learning tasks

Educational Institution:
Course or Program Assessment - Document fully course/program requirements and attributes
Career Counseling - Match job seeker assessment with target jobs - discuss needed preparation



DIGITAL CREDENTIAL SERVICES, ECOSYSTEM, AND FRAMEWORK:

The proposed Open Digital Credentials Service is the national system which adds value to the job
marketplace and integrates the stakeholders of the job marketplace ecosystem, with the components,
architecture, and protocols of the Open Digital Credentials Framework. This section describes how that
ecosystem works together, in context of that framework, to provide open and universal digital
credentials services to job seekers, educational institutions, and opportunity providers. It tells the story
of the WHAT, the WHO, the HOW, and the WHY of the Open Digital Credentials System.

The ODCS Services are the interfaces, which provide stakeholders in the ecosystem with the
outcomes they expect and deserve. The Services answer the question, WHAT? Services include things
like: Assess My Credentials, Assess This Course or Program, Assess This Job, and answer other
questions about jobs and qualifications. In addition there will be a number of utility services which
include: Find, Explore, or Match a Job, and Find and Match a Job Seeker, or Find and Match an
Educational Program. Another important class of services provide: Feedback and Analysis. The final
class of services provides Administrative support services: Security, Privacy, Maintenance, Service
Levels, Feedback and Quality Management, Versioning, and Logging. The table below lists the five key
classes of service and some of the specific services they support.,

Assess Find - Explore Match Feedback Analyze
My Credentials Individual Applicant to Jobs Jobs to Applicant Individuals Individuals
This Job Job Job to Applicants Job to Courses Jobs Jobs
This Course Ed Offering Course to Candidate Course to Jobs Ed Offering Ed Offering

The user products which are output by the Service classes are standardized documents and files. They
include: Personal - Job - and Course - Profiles, Transcripts, Portfolios, Plans, and Learning Passports.

The ODCS Ecosystem includes organizations that issue credentials, individuals who earn credentials
and opportunity providers who admit, hire or otherwise evaluate individuals on the basis of their earned
credentials. The Ecosystem answers the question: WHO? Each of these ecosystem stakeholders gives,
receives, and exchanges services with other stakeholders. Feedback is maintained in the system,
based on the performance of all ecosystem actors. The feedback measures will be used in selection of
jobs, applicants, and education to keep quality high. The specific services given, received, and
exchanged by the ecosystem stakeholders are described in more detail in the section on Use Cases.

Credential Earners Credential Issuers Opportunity Providers
Individuals Educational Providers Employers
Groups Employers Job Brokers
Organizations Government and the Military Government

The ODCS Framework for the open credentials system, has been designed to enable individuals,
organizations, and opportunity providers to work together using digital credentials to address the skills
gap. The Framework answers the question: HOW? The components of the Framework include the
standards, specifications, the service architecture, the federated data resources, and the protocols and
APIs, which coordinate and integrate them, to provide the Open Digital Credentials Services.

The ODCS Architecture supports and sustains the Services, Ecosystem, and Framework. The
Architecture answers the question: Why? It furnishes the systems and business logic, and defines the
relationships and dependencies between the system’s components. The Architecture is the set of
organizing principles for the system that reliably, and consistently provides the open digital credentials
service and enables it to succeed over time.

A not for profit organization should be charged with the responsibility to manage and maintain the
architecture and system framework, and to distribute reference implementations of ODCS tools and
technology to the ecosystem stakeholders. This ODCS clearinghouse will also supply the specifications
and reference implementations for the federated repository servers.



Although the design requirements for a nationwide system for open digital credential management is
necessarily complex, requires fine grained granularity, and must be robust and highly available, its
architecture and implementation need not be overly complicated. The design can be accomplished by
the use of a small number of primitives, objects, and classes, and the use of proven, layered, Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA) software. For example, the processes involved with individuals, employers,
and educators creating their profiles are quite similar. The data attributes in those profiles need to be
similar to support finding matches, determining gaps, and matching educational programs and
resources.

It should also be noted that the Department of Labor’s O*NET system has already done a significant
amount of the work required for the backbone of the ODC system: the richly developed Job Profiles.
Many of the necessary Assessment tools for individuals and jobs already exist and the others for
Educational Assessments could be easily created. By using the significant work already completed, the
Seeker could move rapidly to add value to the static O*NET data resources and create a much more
dynamic open credentials system. It is likely that DOL will continue to maintain O*NET and its excellent
data could be federated into the ODCS.

This illustration depicts a simple model of the organization of assets in the open digital credentials
system. Individual online assessments are used to build a Personal Profile, just as Job vacancy
assessments are used to build Job Profiles, and Educational Program Assessments to build Education
Profiles. These Personal, Job, and Education profiles are aggregated into repositories and the
repositories are federated by institution, organization, state, and nationally to create the distributed data
storage resources for the system. Users receive services from the system through an interface that
knows where needed resources and assets are located, and how to deliver the results in standard
presentation formats. The Profile concept we propose is one of using XML and XSLT, which is
extensible and can be formatted easily into different document output products, merged, integrated and
easily validated and maintained..

Rather than envisioning a single massive cloud database, we envision distributed management of
applicant profiles (individual open competency credentials), job profiles (open job descriptions), and
education profiles (open course descriptions) using the Federated Repository model. Together with
appropriate security, verification encryption, and privacy settings this will enable the inter-operation of
state, local, and national employment systems, commercial broker systems, and educational provider
systems. This distributed federated repository model will also enable enhanced value added services to
be built on top of the basic ODC Framework. These features will enable innovation and accelerate
growth and the long term success of the system. .



OUTCOMES:

This section describes the expected outcomes from implementing an Open Digital Credentials Service
using the Services and Framework outlined earlier. It identifies the impacts to be achieved through
widespread use of the ODC system, and it suggests measurable outcomes for tracking success.

Measurable improvements to the bridge the national employment Skills Gap:

 Projected in-demand jobs will have published ODCS profiles, which will be published and marketed
widely to educational institutions and job seekers to focus training efforts. This will solve the
problem that there aren’t enough people being trained for in-demand jobs in health care,
engineering, computer science, and advanced manufacturing., .

 The precision and detail of the proposed ODCS individual and job profiles will improve job search
results and remedy the poor yields from current automated job match programs.

 Many employers currently prefer that job seekers and employees provide all their own training, but
this is increasingly unrealistic. Two things will improve this situation: First, the availability of granular
job and educational profiles will make it possible to match individual job seeker profiles with jobs
and output a specific training plan needed for the knowledge and skills an aspiring job seeker
needs to do the target job. That training plan can then be perfectly matched to education providers,
or educational credentials can be acquired a la carte by the job seeker. Second, once employers
and opportunity providers know the magnitude of the training need they may be more willing to offer
on the job training for otherwise qualified applicants.

 Currently there is inadequate compensation. Some organizations can’t find candidates because the
pay they offer for in-demand jobs, is not competitive. ODCS will offer cost savings to employers
through faster advertising and recruitment for in-demand jobs, and identification of better
candidates who will be more productive, sooner. Some of these significant savings could be applied
to higher salaries for in-demand jobs.

 Currently there is a growing need for soft skills. Many new graduates, while tech-savvy, lack basic
communication skills and other critical workplace and interpersonal skills. The ODCS Profiling
system will make it clear to educational institutions and job seekers which skill sets are missing
from job applicants. Educational institutions that use the ODCS analysis tools will be in a better
position to profit from offering the most frequently missing and in-demand skill sets.

The disruption of the jobs marketplace by the implementation of an Open Digital Credentials Service will
change the dynamics of the following problem areas of the current marketplace:
 A fragmented and uncoordinated marketplace will become more integrated through greater coordination and

more standards based interactions, resulting in more jobs filled faster, by qualified seekers.
 The lack of trusted verification consistency and quality will be remedied by federated repositories of open

digital credentials with trusted verification models, from participants in the ODCS and from third parties.
 The current closed and opaque job preparation and placement systems will be replaced by a national system

whose hallmarks are Openness and Transparency.
 While current systems make it hard to match seekers with quality job opportunities, ODCS will make it easier

to match seekers with jobs and education and training opportunities.
 An ODCS will provide much greater coordination, integration, and articulation between educational

institutions, opportunity providers, brokers, and individual job seekers.
 Through federated databases, autonomous updating and reconciliation, the ODCS will be sustainable,

maintainable, and more cost effective than current systems.
 The quality measures of the services provided by the ODCS will show continuous improvement due to built in

feedback mechanisms on jobs, job seekers, opportunity providers, brokers, and educational institutions.
 The dramatic transformation of the current jobs marketplace, and the dramatic growth of the ODCS will be

fueled by an Open Architecture, a Federated data model, and an open set of well thought out standards.



USE CASES:

In this section we present a set of seven Use Cases which provide examples of the services which
could be provided by the ODCS. For each use case a number of outcomes of the case are listed and
the data segments of the applicable Individual, Job, or Educational Profiles are diagrammed. Example
cases for profile creation, job search and matching, professional development planning, and career
transition are provided in the following examples:

Use Case 1 is designed to facilitate the collection of personal data from an individual for the purpose of
building their personal competency and job readiness profile. Self entered profile data is unverified.
Data reviewed by an employer or educational institution can be verified by them. This use case is one
entry point to the system. Once an individual has completed this use case, they may receive the
services of the ODCF to find jobs, explore careers, and prepare career development plans.

Use Case 2 enables Employers, Opportunity Providers, and Educational Institutions to create Job
Profiles and Educational Program or Course Profiles.

Use Case 3 shows a Job Seeker matching their Profile with Job Profiles, in a search for prospective
jobs. The matches are displayed in order of the fidelity of the match.

Use Case 4 shows an individual matching their Profile against a Career field or Job, or an Educational
program to determine their missing and needed experience, skills, knowledge, or abilities for the job
which could be acquired in the Educational Program, or used for placement and counseling.

Use Case 5 shows an Opportunity Provider, Employer, or Broker creating Job Profiles for available job
openings and adding them to Job Bank(s).

Use Case 6 shows a mid-career individual (Personal Profile) identifying a target Job Profile, and using
the system to analyze the experience, skills, knowledge, and abilities they need to compete for the job.

Use Case 7 shows a scenario where an ex-Military job seeker uses the system to explore career
choices and educational opportunities by matching their Profile with Job and Education profiles.

USE CASE 1 - Individual Job Seeker - Self Assessments
In this Use Case an individual job seeker wants to use the ODCF to explore job opportunities or
assess their readiness for a job change. Before they can do that they need to complete several
personal online assessments including: Skills, Abilities, Preparation, Educational Level,
Certificates or Licenses, Interests, Value, Wage targets, Knowledge, Tools, and Technology.

Criteria Outcomes Job Seeker Profile
Ownership Individual property Tasks Tasks
Portability Portable within privacy constraints Tools Tools
Accuracy Unguaranteed profile Technology Technology
Validation Unvalidated unless School or Agency Skills Skills
Privacy Wide range of privacy options Work Activities Work Activities
Ease of Input Multiple free online assessments Work Contex Work Context
Goals Build a complete employment profile Preparation Preparation

Qualify for access to other tools Experience Experience
Use and maintain over a career Education Education

Benefits Free access to ODCF resources Cert - License Cert - License
Job search and exploration options Interests Interests
Career plan development options Work Values Work Values

Other Outputs Digital Credentials and Badges Wage Range Wage Range
Digital Resume and Portfolio Job Trends Job Trends



USE CASE 2 - Opportunity Provider - Educational Assessment
Business or School completes a battery of assessments to register Job and Course Profiles..

Criteria Outcomes Ed - Provider Profile - Bank
Ownership Open and shared Tasks Tasks
Portability Optional portablity Tools Tools
Accuracy Guaranteed by School or Business Technology Technology
Validation Validated by Authorized Provider Skills Skills
Privacy Public or in house Work Activities Work Activities
Ease of Input Online Assessments - ONET database Work Context Work Context
Goals Build a complete Job or Course profile Preparation Preparation

Qualify for access to other tools Experience Experience
Build active profile count - network effects Education Education

Benefits Free access to ODCF resources Cert - License Cert - License
Job Seekers and Potential Students Interests Interests
Career and Ed plan development options Work Values Work Values

Other Outputs Online Corporate Job Bank Wage Range Wage Range
Online Course Catalog and Descriptions Job Trends Job Trends

USE CASE 3 - Job Seeker - Career Explorer
Job Seeker matches their Profile to one or more Job Banks containing Job Profiles.

Criteria Outcomes Job Seeker Job Bank
Ownership Job Seeker Tasks Tasks
Portability Portable to other federated Job Banks Tools Tools
Accuracy Match depends on Profile accuracy Technology Technology
Validation Inherits from profiles Skills Skills
Privacy Private Work Activities Work Activities
Ease of Input Seeker selects Bank, Job or Career Work Context Work Context
Goals Match between Seeker and Job/Career Preparation Preparation

Information on Ed and Skills required Experience Experience
Information - wage and future prospects Education Education

Benefits Instantaneous match Cert - License Cert - License
Easy Application for Open Positions Interests Interests
Full transfer of digital credentials Work Values Work Values

Other Outputs Job Match Report Wage Range Wage Range
Custom Professional Development Plan Job Trends Job Trends

USE CASE 4 - Education Provider
An Education Provider matches student’s Profile to Educational Course or Program Profile

Criteria Outcomes Student Ed Provider
Ownership Student Tasks Tasks
Portability Portable to other education repositories Tools Tools
Accuracy Match depends on Profile accuracy Technology Technology
Validation Inherits from profiles Skills Skills
Privacy Private - Shared with institution Work Activities Work Activities
Ease of Input Seeker selects Bank, Course/Program Work Context Work Context
Goals Match between Seeker - Course/Program Preparation Preparation

Information on Ed and Skills required Experience Experience
Information - wage and future prospects Education Education

Benefits Instantaneous course/program match Cert - License Cert - License
Easy Application for Open Courses Interests Interests
Full transfer of digital credentials Work Values Work Values

Other Outputs Education Match Report Wage Range Wage Range
Custom Educational Plan Job Trends Job Trends



USE CASE 5 - Opportunity Provider - Job Broker
An Opportunit Provider or Job Broker creates Job Profiles and adds them to Job Banks.

Criteria Outcomes Job Broker Profile - Bank
Ownership Public or Job Bank Tasks Tasks
Portability Portable Tools Tools
Accuracy Guaranteed by Provider or Broker Technology Technology
Validation Validated by Provider or Broker Skills Skills
Privacy Public or Job Bank Work Activities Work Activities
Ease of Input Multiple free online assessments Work Context Work Context
Goals Build complete Job profiles Preparation Preparation

Qualify for access to other tools Experience Experience
Use and maintain over time Education Education

Benefits Free access to ODCF resources Cert - License Cert - License
Job search and exploration options Interests Interests
Career plan development options Work Values Work Values

Other Outputs Digital Credentials and Badges Wage Range Wage Range
Digital Job Descriptions and Catalogs Job Trends Job Trends

USE CASE 6 - Mid-Career Professional Development Plan
An Employee explores career development by matching their Profile with Corporate Job Bank.

Criteria Outcomes Employee Co. Job Bank
Ownership Employee Tasks Tasks
Portability Not needed Tools Tools
Accuracy Match depends on Profile accuracy Technology Technology
Validation Inherits from profiles Skills Skills
Privacy Private to Employee / PD Department Work Activities Work Activities
Ease of Input Seeker selects Job or Career options Work Context Work Context
Goals Match between Emploee and Job/Career Preparation Preparation

Information on PD and Skills required Experience Experience
Information - wage and future prospects Education Education

Benefits Instantaneous matches Cert - License Cert - License
Easily try Alternative Scenarios Interests Interests
Career Planning Tool Work Values Work Values

Other
Outputs

Career Plan Report Wage Range Wage Range
Custom Professional Development Plan Job Trends Job Trends

USE CASE 7 - Career Change - Military Transition
Former military or career change job seeker searches Job Profiles to determine skills needed.

Criteria Outcomes Job Seeker Job Bank
Ownership Former Military or Job Seeker Tasks Tasks
Portability To other federated Job Banks Tools Tools
Accuracy Match depends on Profile accuracy Technology Technology
Validation Inherits from profiles Skills Skills
Privacy Private to Former Military or Job Seeker Work Activities Work Activities
Ease of Input Seeker selects Job or Career options Work Context Work Context
Goals Match between Seeker and Job/Career Preparation Preparation

Information on PD and Skills required Experience Experience
Information - wage and future prospects Education Education

Benefits Instantaneous matches Cert - License Cert - License
Easily try Alternative Scenarios Interests Interests
Career Transition Planning Tool Work Values Work Values

Other
Outputs

Career Change Plan Report Wage Range Wage Range
Custom Professional Development Plan Job Trends Job Trends



IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES:

Our strategy for implementation of a national Open Digital Standards Service designed to disrupt the job
marketplace, and to bridge the skills gap, includes three phases.

Phase 1 - Consensus activity with major stakeholders to draft Architecture and Framework documents, secure
rights to use O*NET data, and to publish API and protocol standards. Where possible these should be based on
existing industry standards. Early participants will get advantages by using ODCS first.

Phase 2 - Tie the O*NET database into the Architecture and Framework developed in Phase 1, and utilize the
O*NET assessments as the core of assessments designed to build individual, job, and educational profiles.
Publish several early draft application interfaces to demonstrate the power of ODCS data.

Phase 3 - Offer useful free application interfaces for opportunity providers, employers, educational institutions,
and job brokers to accelerate adoption. Provide technical support for large users needing federated repository
support. Set up a national users group to help guide future ODCS strategy and implementation.

Our confidence in the idea that the Open Digital Credentials Service can be both disruptive and
transformative is grounded in two examples of very large nationwide public systems that were
fundamentally disrupted and transformed by proposing new standards and adopting them by consensus.
Technology was not a factor in their adoption, but both examples benefited from future technologies.

Problem 1: In the 1800s every local library, university, school, and other institutions created their own
methods and schemes for organizing and managing their collections. These systems were unnecessarily
complex, fragile, brittle, costly, and did not respond well to change. Each took a long time to set up, was
difficult to maintain, and rarely lasted very long.
Solution 1: When Melvil Dewey published the Dewey Decimal Classification System in 1876, it answered
the need for a common, extensible, open, classification system that was simple, but could handle complexity.
Most of the world has adopted this system and it has transformed the library and research worlds. It is so
good that as technology moved into libraries and the book marketplace, the innovation of the bar coded
International Serial Book Numbers (ISBN) was able to seamlessly be built on top of the Dewey Decimal
System and enhance it. Today the global marketplace built by Amazon could not exist without these open
standards.

Problem 2: As America began to grow after World War II, many new roads and communities were being
built. The US Post Office was attempting to manage the growth of the largest logistics system in the world for
the collection, distribution, and delivery of the mail. The problem did not exist solely at the destination offices,
nor just at the mail origin offices, its complexity was confounding and the Postal Zone system which had
grown up in many cities was unable to support the projected, sustained future system growth.

Solution 2: A disruptive solution was needed, and it arrived in 1963 as the Zone Improvement Plan (ZIP).
It was a hierarchical, geographic coding system designed to cover every community in the United States and
to replace the older, broken, Postal Zones. This open numeric five digit coding system was simple enough
that consumers could understand it, and its use resulted in cheaper and lower cost and faster service. Today
the Zipcode is almost universally adopted as a consensus standard. Like any good standard, it was designed
to be extensible, and today, with the advent of automation, the ZIP+4 extensions make it possible to uniquely
identify every commercial building, most residences, and even offices within high rise buildings with a unique
9 digit code..

In each of these examples, not only were the new standards better, but once adopted, they solved other
problems, reduced cost and complexity for the adopters, and created entirely new business
opportunities. Those that did not adopt the new standards became less competitive, which has led to
near universal adoption. This could only happen because the standards worked, and they were open
and free. Because of their wide adoption these open standards created many unanticipated benefits to
users. This is why we believe that our Solution, an Open Digital Credentials Service, based on a clear
set of open extensible standards can be equally successful. This is because successful innovations
create an economy of beneficial participation. When adopters get small incremental benefits from their
adoption, they will stay, contribute, and get others to adopt as well.



SUMMARY:

The employment skills gap is growing. The job marketplace is increasingly failing to make quality
matches between job seekers and job opportunities, and a generation of young people are being
cheated of 21st century job opportunities because they are being prepared for careers that will not exist,
or are unprepared for those careers that will. In this crisis environment, patches, incremental
improvements, and standalone solutions will not fix the problem. What is needed is a fundamental
disruption of the current job marketplace by an open digital credentials service that will transform and
eventually replace it.

In this Solution Paper we have described the key features of such a transformative service. The
architecture of the Open Digital Credentials Service is based on the same open systems philosophy that
has been responsible for the explosive growth of the Internet, Service Oriented Architectures, the World
Wide Web, and is fueling the Internet of Things. Tied together by a set of international consensus
standards, an inclusive framework and ecosystem of stakeholders, a flexible and extensible federated
data architecture, and fueled by its own success, the ODCS will demonstrate exponential growth and
adoption as it disrupts and transforms the job marketplace.

We have had decades of experience building large disruptive systems, participating in international
standards development organizations and standards committees, writing open extensible standards,
building transportable competency credentials, and modeling granular individual competency profiles.
This Challenge is in our wheelhouse. We therefore will be interested in collaborating with the Seekers at
the conclusion of the Challenge.
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